[Impact of alternative eye photostimulation technique on visually evoked potentials in children with amblyopia].
Before and after alternative eye photostimulation (AEPS), the pattern of visually evoked potentials (VEP) was studied in children with amblyopia. It can be said that there is a persistent abnormality in the binocular visual system as asymmetry of the latency and amplitude of peak P100 of VEP to the 7'-sized structured pattern. Pathogenetically oriented AEPS rearranged the functional state of the binocular system, by differently affecting monocular canals. Along with the increased visual acuity of the amblyopic eye, there is recovery of interocular symmetry of the parameters of the latency and amplitude of peak P100 to the 7'-sized pattern, with the delayed binocular latency to this pattern and the binocular system becomes more equilibrium.